
Oxide & Neutrino, Check Dis
Oxide And Asher D �Check Dis

How many ways can a man express this?
I wanna get it off my chest, but I breathless,
MCs in the game never test this,
And if they do then you know it is a death wish,
You get this,
So Solid are your artists,
I keep my lyrics in the deepest, darkest,
Getting high obviously when I spark this,
Asher D getting hot and ridiculous,
Listen this,
Wickedest lyricist,
Asher D getting to this,
You know you can test this,
How many girls pull out my press list?
How many mans pull out my hit list?
What ya talking about let get this,
(???????) ya resent this,
Oxide on the mix gonna rip this,
Asher D on the mic yo check dis,

Check Dis (echoes heck Dis� x 15
Check Dis, Check Dis x 15

If you wanna step to me, then step to me,
But it all just fake MC jealousy,
When ya step to me just remember, see,
That I thugged out, So S-O-L-I-D,
(-gher) Asher D, and I meant to be,
Cruising in a black, drop top Bentley,
So, tell me, really what do you wanna be?
Tell me why you wanna imitate me?
I don want no cats, step in my gate, gimme a break
Never debate, now vuddah-vacate,
Woah,
Wit�my lyirical, style and my flow,
The ice on my toe, the lyrics are woah, you don know,
Cash and MCs enter the club,
The lyrics you love, are gonna be delivered to(?) 
So, when youe chillin�with the So Solid Crew
Wee pouring the Chants, you know that what we came here to do, woah,
Wee famous (?) rangin�
That attitude on the street always changin�
People sayin�Asher D could be fadin�
Speculations will get ya ratin,
Oxide, Asher D, wee creatin�
When you listen to the beats youe relatin�
Are you feelin�what I sayin� are you takin�
You wanna know how much money I been makin�

Makin�(Echoes akin� x 16

If you wanna step to me, then step to me,
But it all just fake MC jealousy,
When ya step to me just remember, see,
That I thugged out, So S-O-L-I-D,
(-gher) Asher D, and I meant to be,
Cruising in a black, drop top Bentley,
So, tell me, really what do you wanna be?
Tell me why you wanna imitate me?
I don want no cats, step in my gate, gimme a break
Never debate, now vuddah-vacate,
Woah,



Wit�my lyirical, style and my flow,
The ice on my toe, the lyrics are woah, you don know,
Cash and MCs enter the club,
The lyrics you love, are gonna be delivered to(?) 
So, when youe chillin�with the So Solid Crew
Wee pouring the Chants, you know that what we came here to do, woah,
Wee famous (?) rangin�
That attitude on the street always changin�
People sayin�Asher D could be fadin�
Speculations will get ya ratin,
Oxide, Asher D, wee creatin�
When you listen to the beats youe relatin�
Are you feelin�what I sayin� are you takin�
You wanna know how much money I been makin�

Oxide on the mix gonna rip this,
Asher D on the mic yo check dis, x 3

Oxide on the mix gonna rip this,
Check dis (Echoes heck dis� 

Oxide on the mix gonna rip this,
Asher D on the mic yo check dis, x 3

Check dis (Echoes heck dis�
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